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Project Introduction

Mark & Cindy Bronner, the owners of this 41.84 acre property, are subdividing to create 3 new rural
single family lots, each being 4 acres in size. This will leave a 29.84 acre lot to go with the existing
home. The property fronts along Cherry Creek Road and is described on COS 1040.
A new shared approach will be constructed for lots 3 and 4 while lot 2 will access from Blue Creek
Road. The existing home on lot 1 has a driveway located at the east end of the property.
Well logs in the area indicate sufficient water supply with an average yield of approximately 30 gpm.
No wells or drainfields exist on the proposed lots at this time, proposed lot 1 has existing sanitation
facilities; a COSA from the Department of Environmental Quality will be filed with the final plat
concerning lots 2, 3, and 4.
Soils from the test pit on lots 2, 3, and 4 revealed a Fine Loamy Sand with an application rate of
0.6 gpd / Ft2 at treatment level. Standard gravity fed drainfields will be designed for each new lot.
Solid waste disposal is available at the Thompson Falls Roll-off site.

“Bronner Minor Subdivision”
SUMMARY OF PROBABLE IMPACTS

1. Effects on Agriculture
This subdivision will remove some land that is classified as prime if irrigated. Currently
this land is in grass hay.
2. Effects on Agricultural Water User Facilities
There are no known agricultural water user facilities on or adjacent to this property that
would create any conflicts.
3. Effects on Local Services
This subdivision will create 3 new rural residential lots, leaving the existing residence on
its own lot. This in turn will add some additional vehicle traffic on local roads. Each of
the 4 lots in this subdivision will have individual water supplies and drain fields. Each
new system will be registered and permitted with the proper agencies at the time of
installation. There will be no off-site costs incurred by this subdivision and no special
improvement districts will be created.
4. Effects on the Historic or Natural Environment
There are no known sites, structures or objects of historic importance that would be
affected by the creation of this subdivision. No stream banks or shore lines will be
affected and no surface waters will be contaminated by this subdivision. The new lots in
this subdivision will participate in an approved weed management plan to be filed with
the final plat.
5. Effects on Wildlife and Wildlife Habitat
With the creation of 3 new lots, there will be a minimal impact on local wildlife. There
are no wetlands located on this property. Any big game animals using this area will still
have ample space to freely move about. As with most developments, an increase of
wildlife encounters is possible.
6. Effects on the Public Health and Safety
There are no irrigation ditches on this property. The Thompson Falls airport is located
approximately 2.5 miles away to the southeast. No railroads bisect or run adjacent to the
property. This subdivision will fit in with the general layout of the surrounding area.

PART IV
SUMMARY OF PROBABLE IMPACT
Summarize the effects of the proposed subdivision on each topic below. Provide responses to the
following questions and provide reference materials as required:

1.

Effects on Agriculture
a. Is the proposed subdivision or associated improvements located on or near prime farmland or
farmland of statewide importance as defined by the Natural Resource Conservation Service?
If so, identify each area on a copy of the preliminary plat.
The majority of this property is classified as prime farmland if irrigated.
b. Describe whether the subdivision would remove from production any agricultural or timber
land.
Some non-irrigated grass hay will be removed from production. There is very little timber of
value on the property.
c. Describe possible conflicts with nearby agricultural operations (e.g. residential development
creating problems for moving livestock, operating farm machinery, maintaining water
supplies, controlling weeds or applying pesticides; agricultural operations suffering from
vandalism, uncontrolled pets or damaged fences).
There are no known nearby agricultural operations other than smaller private properties with
some livestock and also personal gardens.
d. Describe possible nuisance problems which may arise from locating a subdivision near
agricultural or timber lands.
Agricultural and timber lands require large equipment and machinery to operate and locating
a subdivision near these types of lands could result in the subdivision being subject to loud
machinery noise and large amounts of dust. Conflicts with large trucks and equipment
traveling on public roadways could create additional nuisances by impeding traffic flows and
prompting the public to pass in unsuitable areas.
e.

Describe effects the subdivision would have on the value of nearby agricultural lands.

As more suitable lands are subdivided, the gap between suitable and non-suitable lands open
to development grows. With most agricultural lands being seen as suitable for development,
given their usually flatter terrain, existing utilities such as water and power and open views, it
is believed that agricultural lands in the area will see their values increase as the county
population grows.

2.

Effects on Agricultural Water User Facilities
a. Describe conflicts the subdivision would create with agricultural water user facilities (e.g.
residential development creating problems for operating and maintaining irrigation systems)
and whether agricultural water user facilities would be more subject to vandalism or damage
because of the subdivision.
This proposed subdivision will not create any conflicts with agricultural water user facilities as
none are known to exist in this immediate area.
b. Describe possible nuisance problems which the subdivision would generate with regard to
agricultural water user facilities (e.g. safety hazards to residents or water problems from
irrigation ditches, head gates, siphons, sprinkler systems or other agricultural water user
facilities).
Once again no agricultural water user facilities are known to exist in the immediate area;
therefore nuisance problems generated by the subdivision would not be an issue.

3.

Effects on Local Services
a. Indicate the proposed use and number of lots or spaces in each.
4

Residential, single family
Residential, multiple family
Types of multiple family structures and number of each (e.g. duplex, 4-plex)
Planned unit development (No. of units)
Condominium (No. of units)
Mobile Home Park
Recreational Vehicle Park
Commercial or Industrial
Other (Please describe
)

b. Describe the additional or expanded public services and facilities that would be demanded of
government or special districts to serve the subdivision.
Local law enforcement, the rural fire department and ambulance services could receive
additional calls as a result of this subdivision. The local solid waste site and school bus service
could also see additional use.

i.

Describe additional costs which would result for services such as roads, bridges, law
enforcement, parks and recreation, fire protection, water, sewer and solid waste systems,
schools or busing, (including additional personnel, construction and maintenance costs).

As a result of this subdivision there will be some additional vehicle traffic on Cherry Creek
Road and Blue Creek Road. This traffic will contribute somewhat to the ongoing wear and
tear of the road surfaces.
The Sanders County Sheriff’s department is responsible for law enforcement in the area of
this proposed subdivision. With more development and a growing county population, more
deputies will likley be needed in the future to serve the publics needs.
There are boat launches and day use sites in the area along the Noxon Reservior and
upstream from the dam. Also nearby are a number of forest roads and trail heads leading into
lands administered by the Lolo National Forest. The cost to operate and maintain these
recreational areas would not be affected by this subdivision. As for fire protection this
subdivision will be responsible for a $500.00 cash payment for each new lot being created to
help offset the cost of additional equipment which will be needed in the future by the local fire
district. This equipment will address the issue of an increase of emergency calls brought on by
a growing county population.
Water and sewer will be contained on-site and will be privately owned and maintained.
Solid waste services are available at the Thompson Falls roll off site, located along Highway
200 east of Thompson Falls.
Local Schools along with roads, fire protection, solid waste and the county sheriff will benefit
somewhat from the additional revenue collected as new taxes on the lots in this proposed
subdivision. In regards to schools, this site is also located along an existing bus route.
ii. Who would bear these costs (e.g. all taxpayers within the jurisdiction, people within a special
taxing district, or users of a service)?
All taxpayers within the jurisdiction will be responsible for any additional costs in public
services.
iii. Can the service providers meet the additional costs given legal or other constraints (e.g.
statutory ceilings on mill levies or bonded indebtedness)?
Yes, the service providers can meet the additional costs brought on by this subdivision.

iv. Describe off-site costs or costs to other jurisdictions which may be incurred (e.g.
development of water sources or construction of sewage treatment plants; Costs borne by a
nearby municipality).
No off-site costs will be incurred as a result of this subdivision.

c. Describe how the subdivision allows existing services, through expanded use, to operate
more efficiently, or makes the installation or improvements of services feasible (e.g. allow
installation of a central water system, or upgrading a county road).
Additional vehicle traffic from this subdivision will add a small amount to the overall wear
and tear of Cherry Creek Road. Over time this traffic, along with regular daily traffic will
warrant upgrading of the county maintained road.
d. What are the present tax revenues received from the un-subdivided land?
i.
ii.
iii.

By the County $ 920.94
By the Municipality $ (if applicable) $210.13
By the Schools $ 1,470.27

e. Provide the approximate revenues received by each above taxing authority if the lots are
reclassified, and when the lots are all improved and built upon. Describe any other taxes that
would be paid by the subdivision and into what funds (e.g. personal property taxes on
mobile/manufactured homes are paid into the County general fund.
See Attachment “A” and Attachment “B”
f. Would new taxes generated from the subdivision cover additional public costs?
Some additional public costs would be covered by the new taxes generated from this
subdivision.
g. How many special improvement districts would be created which would obligate local
government fiscally or administratively? Are any bonding plans proposed which would affect
the local governments bonded indebtedness?
No special improvement districts will be created with this subdivision. There are no plans for
any bonding associated with this subdivision.

4.

Effects on the Historic or Natural Environment
a. Describe and locate on a plat overlay or sketch map known or possible historic,
paleontological, archaeological or cultural sites, structures, or objects which may be affected
by the proposed subdivision.
No known sites, structures or objects of historic, paleontological or archaeological
importance are known to exist in the immediate area.
b. How would the subdivision affect surface and groundwater, soils, slopes, vegetation,
historical or archaeological features within the subdivision or on adjacent land? Describe
plans to protect these sites.
The affects on the above mentioned concerns will be minimal, also there are no known
historical or archeological features within or adjacent to the subdivision.
i. Would any stream banks or lake shorelines be altered, streams rechanneled or any surface
water contaminated from sewage treatment systems, run-off carrying sedimentation, or
concentration of pesticides or fertilizers.
There are no stream banks or lake shorelines adjacent to this proposed subdivision;
no surface water will be contaminated from sewage treatment systems, pesticides or
fertilizers. Sedimentation carried by run-off should collect in the proposed driveway
ditches and storm retention facilities that will be approved with the sanitation submittal
to the Department of Environmental Quality.
ii. Would groundwater supplies likely be contaminated or depleted as a result of the
subdivision.
The depth and yields of surrounding wells indicates that contamination or depletion of
groundwater supplies would not be an issue.
iii. Would construction of roads or building sites require cuts and fills on steep slopes or
Cause erosion on unstable, erodible soils? Would soils be contaminated by sewage
treatment systems?
The proposed building sites will be located on a number of flat areas throughout the
property. The drain fields associated with each lot will be approved by the Montana
Department of Environmental Quality, assuring that no soils will be contaminated
beyond acceptable tolerances.

iv. Describe the impacts that removal of vegetation would have on soil erosion, bank, or
shoreline instability.
Without the proper re-seeding of disturbed areas, soil erosion would occur.

v. Would the value of significant historical, visual, or open space features be reduced
or eliminated?
No significant historical value will be affected, although as with most development some
visual and open space features will be reduced.

Describe possible natural hazards the subdivision could be subject to (e.g., natural hazards such
as flooding, rock, snow or landslides, high winds, severe wildfires, or difficulties such as shallow
bedrock, high water table, unstable or expansive soils, or excessive slopes).
Of the natural hazards which are listed above, the lots in this subdivision could be subject to
wildfire threats. Being located along a county maintained road and in close proximity to a
water source that is used by helicopters to dip and draw water (Clark Fork River), protection
from any wildfire would be available and prompt.
c. How would the subdivision affect visual features within the subdivision or on adjacent
land? Describe efforts to visually blend the proposed development with the existing
environment (e.g. use of appropriate building materials, colors, road design, underground
utilities, and revegetation of earthworks).
No special plans are proposed to address the above mentioned items.

5.

Effects on Wildlife and Wildlife Habitat
a. Describe what impacts the subdivision or associated improvements would have on
wildlife areas such as big game wintering range, migration routes, nesting areas, wetlands, or
important habitat for rare or endangered species.
The impacts on the concerns mentioned above in regards to associated improvements would be
minimal. There are no wetlands located on this property. The big game that winter in this area
have been accustomed to people and development for a number of years and will continue to
have ample space to move about. The additional vehicle traffic, domestic pets and people that
would occupy the new lot in this subdivision would have some impact on the existing wildlife,
consisting mainly of increased encounters. This particular site is not known to be in the path
of a migration route. A number of birds nest in the surrounding area and at times on this
property; it is believed that this subdivision would have minimal effects to nesting areas.
b. Describe the effect that pets or human activity would have on wildlife.
The local wildlife has adapted to the environment that it shares with people. Additional
domestic pets could increase the possibility of wildlife harassment and predation

6.

Effects on the Public Health and Safety
a. Describe any health or safety hazards on or near the subdivision, such as: natural hazards,
lack of water, drainage problems, heavy traffic, dilapidated structures, high pressure gas
lines, high voltage power lines, or irrigation ditches. These conditions, proposed or existing
should be accurately described with their origin and location identified on a copy of the
preliminary plat.
No high pressure gas lines, high voltage power lines or irrigation ditches exist on this
property; a standard 2 wire power line supplying electricity to the local residence on proposed
lot 1 runs through the property. Well logs indicate sufficient water supplies in this area, this
site is also comprised of slopes which are not consistent with drainage problems and there are
few low lying areas which may be subject to ponding. Traffic on Cherry Creek Road is light to
moderate, consisting mainly of local residential traffic with additional delivery services.
b. Describe how the subdivision would be subject to hazardous conditions due to high voltage
lines, airports, highways, railroads, dilapidated structures, high pressure gas lines, irrigation
ditches, and adjacent industrial or mining uses.
No high pressure gas lines, high voltage power lines or irrigation ditches are located on this
property. The nearest railroad is located across the Clark Fork River to the north.

The Thompson Falls airport is located approximately 2.5 miles to the southeast. There are no
adjacent industrial or mining uses.
c. Describe land uses adjacent to the subdivision and how the subdivision will affect the
adjacent land uses. Identify existing uses such as feed lots, processing plants, airports or
industrial firms which could be subject to lawsuits or complaints from residents of the
subdivision.
To the north and west are residential subdivisions. Lands to the east and south are somewhat
larger parcels of residential properties. None of the above mentioned existing uses apply to
this proposed subdivision, therefore lawsuits or complaints associated with those uses would
not be an issue.
d. Describe public health and safety hazards, such as dangerous traffic, fire conditions, or
contamination of water supplies which would be created by the subdivision.
The addition of 3 new lots in this area will have some impact on local traffic, although it is not
believed that the new lots will create or add to any dangerous traffic. As with all rural
development fire wise practices are encouraged,; the fire risk rating for this proposed
subdivision is low. With future subsurface wastewater treatment systems in this subdivision
being approved by the Montana Department of Environmental Quality, the contamination of
water supplies should not be an issue.

ATTACHMENT “A”
“Bronner Minor Subdivision”
CURRENT & ESTIMATED TAX REVENUES

Current Tax Revenue = $2,654.09
Reclassified into 4 new lots:
Lot 1 = $2,500.00
Lot 2 = $400.00
Lot 3 = $400.00
Lot 4 = $400.00
Total reclassified Tax Revenues = $3,700.00
Total reclassified & improved Tax Revenues = $6,250.00

Tax Dispersal: County 34.68%
Current $920.24
Reclassified Lots $1,283.16
Improved Lots $2,167.50

Schools 55.40%
Current $1,470.27
Reclassified Lots $2,049.80
Improved Lots $3,462.50
*This information was calculated by using a previous formula provided by
the Sanders County Department of Revenue, Assessors office. The tax
information was provided by the Sanders County Treasurers office.

ATTACHMENT “B”
“Bronner Minor Subdivision”
ESTIMATED 2022 TAX REVENUE

Size (acres)

Tax (est.)

Lot 1

29.84

$2,500.00

Lot 2

4.00

$400.00

Lot 3

4.00

$400.00

Lot 4

4.00

$400.00

*This information was calculated by using a previous formula provided by
the Sanders County Department of Revenue, Assessors office.
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Bronner Minor Subdivision
Sanitation Introduction and General Comments

Mark and Cindy Bronner are the record owners of this 41.84 acre parcel of land. They are in the
process of subdividing to create (3) 4 acre residential lots to be reviewed; and (1) larger lot over
20 acres where the existing house is located.
Water supply is adequate in the area with an average yield of approximately 30 gpm. Each of the
lots under review will have an individual well.
Soils in the test pits revealed a Fine Loamy Sand, no pebble or cobbles exist. The application rate
of 0.6 was selected for all lots under review. Each lot under review will have an individual
standard gravity fed drainfield.
Designed retention swales and “V” ditches will retain additional stormwater run-off produced
from the future structures and other impervious areas such as proposed gravel parking areas and
proposed driveways.
Solid waste facilities are available at the Thompson Falls roll-off site.
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Soil Profile Lot 2

October 21, 2021 (date of soil profile)
*County sanitarian was present.
Equipment Operator: Pardee Excavating
Client: Mark & Cindy Bronner
Location: Section 8, T. 21 N., R. 29 W., Sanders County, MT.
Physical address: 93 Cherry Creek Road, Thompson Falls, MT 59873
Soil Profile
0”- 6”

Organic horizon, Loam, black in color, many grass roots.

6”- 66”

Fine Loamy Sand, brown in color, no pebble or cobble.

66”- 96”

Sandy Gravel and cobbles, C, some cobble to 8”.

No water was encountered; no sign of Mottles, soil appears to be well drained; roots were visible
to 72”. This property consists of an upper and lower bench with native grasses and scattered
timber. Pine is the predominant tree species with a few Douglas fir.

Tim Smith, Site Evaluator SE-11
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Soil Profile Lot 3

October 21, 2021 (date of soil profile)
*County sanitarian was present.
Equipment Operator: Pardee Excavating
Client: Mark & Cindy Bronner
Location: Section 8, T. 21 N., R. 29 W., Sanders County, MT.
Physical address: 93 Cherry Creek Road, Thompson Falls, MT 59873
Soil Profile
0”- 3”

Organic horizon, Loam, black in color, many grass roots.

3”- 36”

Fine Loamy Sand, brown in color, no pebble or cobble.

36”- 48”

Ribbons of Silt and Sand intermingled with Fine Sandy Loam.

48”- 72”

Fine Loamy Sand, no pebble or cobble.

72”- 96”

Sandy Gravel and cobbles, C, some cobble to 8”, evidence of calcification
on cobbles.

No water was encountered; no sign of Mottles, soil appears to be well drained; roots were visible
to 48”. This property consists of an upper and lower bench with native grasses and scattered
timber. Pine is the predominant tree species with a few Douglas fir.

Tim Smith, Site Evaluator SE-11
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Soil Profile Lot 4

October 21, 2021 (date of soil profile)
*County sanitarian was present.
Equipment Operator: Pardee Excavating
Client: Mark & Cindy Bronner
Location: Section 8, T. 21 N., R. 29 W., Sanders County, MT.
Physical address: 93 Cherry Creek Road, Thompson Falls, MT 59873
Soil Profile
0”- 8”

Organic horizon, Loam, black in color, many grass roots.

8”- 48”

Loamy Sand, M, substantial Sand content brown in color, no pebble or cobble.

48”- 96”

Sandy Gravel and cobbles, C, cobble to 8”, a few stones to 10”.

No water was encountered; no sign of Mottles, soil appears to be well drained; roots were visible
to 48”. This property consists of an upper and lower bench with native grasses and scattered
timber. Pine is the predominant tree species with a few Douglas fir.

Tim Smith, Site Evaluator SE-11

HYDRAULIC TRANSMISSIVITY AND CONDUCTIVITY
LOOK AT NEW NON-DEG ADDENDUM!!
2-Dec-21

Date:
SITE NAME:
E.Q #

Bronner Minor Subdivision

COUNTY:
LOT #:
NOTES:

Sanders

By:

Tim Smith

(re: applied hydrogeology, 3rd Edition by Fetter {T=(33.6((Q)(192.5)/S)^0.67) & K=T/b & S=PWL-SWL}
RAZACK & HUNTLEY EQUATION, only came around in 2003!
CAN'T USE IN BEDROCK BEARING UNITS!

WELL 1
Mensik 76352

WELL 2
Loucks 209236

WELL 3
Enger 180435

(Q) Gallons Per Minute

30.00

50.00

35.00

Static Water Level

25.00

32.00

31.50

Pumping Water Level

65.00

83.00

55.00

(b) Aquifer Thickness

10

10

10

(T) TRANSMISSIVITY (ft^2/day)

940.15

1124.98

1488.74

(K) CONDUCTIVITY (ft/day)

94.02

112.50

148.87

AVERAGE CONDUCTIVITY (ft/day)

118.46

(re: Groundwater and Wells, by Driscoll)
MODIFIED COOPER-JACOB'S EQUATION
UNCONFINED TRANSMISSIVITY (gpd/ft)
CONFINED TRANSMISSIVITY (gpd/ft)
UNCONFINED TRANSMISSIVITY (ft^2/day)
CONFINED TRANSMISSIVITY (ft^2/day)
UNCONFINED CONDUCTIVITY (ft/day)
CONFINED CONDUCTIVITY (ft/day)
AVERAGE CONDUCTIVITY (UNCONFINED) (ft/day)
AVERAGE CONDUCTIVITY (CONFINED) (ft/day)

[conf. T=Q(2000)/S*0.134] [unconf. T=Q(1500)/S*0.134]
[K=T/b] & S=PWL-SWL T=Q(1500)/S(drawdown) Ex. 15x1500=22500÷40=562.5
1127.69
1503.59

1474.11
1965.48

2239.39
2985.85

150.75
201.00

197.06
262.75

299.36
399.15

15.08
20.10

19.71
26.27

29.94
39.91

21.57
28.76

